
creating better environments

The Nellemann Building

A lout with a soul

Certain buildings invite the raw and unpolished inside.
It can be an updated of an old architecture, more often as a
companion to the modern. In Randers, the municipal
administration has just completed an example of this: A former
car dealership, which was built for Nellemann Auto in 1999, and
has now become the department of Health and Care for
Randers municipality.

While the building's modernism of glass, concrete and
aluminum adds to the natural stones  brutality, the everyday
business in a house has more focus on efficient cleaning and
easy maintenance because they have a lot of citizens in and out
the building. The solution of interior design follows the theme
of Marmoleum slate which fulfills the opposite wishes: The raw,
nature-inspired aesthetic of Marmoleum slate perfectly mimes
the structure of the slate, while the path mounted linoleum
without welding wire provides a dirt-repellent and
homogeneous surface for quick and , replicate washing and
care.

At the same time, Marmoleum slate delivers a quiet and
comfortable soft 'covering' of the 2400 sqm., used by the home
care as well as the framework for the municipality's citizens.
Here they can get re-trained their functional ability after illness
or accidents. One advantage is also that Marmoleum slate offers
five different colors, which can be orchestrated together in a
different slate language.

Justesen Gulve, a part of Hammelsvang A / S, performed the
task in an exemplary collaboration between Nellemann and
Randers municipality, Justesen Gulve and Forbo Flooring.
Several types of coating were in play before the idea of vinyl in
several versions ended at Marmoleum slate, which won on
sustainability, CO2 accounting and indoor climate.

Since then, the result has been well reported by the Randers
municipality's Department of Health and Care: - The
characterize linoleum's surface gives a nice and exciting
expression in the floors, according to Vice offices chief Jens
Kjær, Randers municipality. - The result supports the distinctive
features of the building, which also include curved wall
sections. Marmoleum slate runs along the building's
spectacular architecture.
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